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Business and Technology

Pamela Carter
Dean, Business and Technology

Denise Quinn
Technical Craft Specialist B

Katurah Smith
Office Administrative Associate

Arielle Noment
Assistant Dean, Business and Technology

Sylvia Gaines-Henderson
Office Administrative Assistant 2

Robert Spencer
Computer Technologies

Richard Saxton
Business Administration
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Single Stop

Vacant Director, Single Stop and Student Care Network

Melissa Bartley
Assistant Project Director and Financial Education Coordinator, Single Stop

Sharon Williams
Single Stop Coordinator for Regional Centers (PT)
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Gim Lin
Assistant Vice President, Accounting and Controller

Lisa Houser
Office Administrative Associate B

Anela Kruse
Assistant Controller

Mary Ann Christinzio
Technical Craft Specialist B

Maryna Dziubynska
Manager, Accounting-Special Funds

Lavem Allen
Coordinator, Grant Accounting

Elsa Astacio-Cousins
Technical Craft Specialist B
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Technical Craft Specialist B
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Accountant II
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Accountant

Kimberlee Smegal
Manager, Accounts Payable

Tammy Murtha
Accounting Clerk B

Ronald Dixon
Accounting Clerk B

Vacant
Technical Craft Specialist B

Omaira Villanueva
Accounting Generalist

Kenney DeFreitas
Manager, Payroll

Retha Hall
Lead Payroll Clerk
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Technical Craft Specialist B

Marina Patrice Nolan
Bursar

Patricia Leach
Supervisor Specialist B

Domenic DiClerico
Manager, Student Accounts

Vincent Panjikaran
Manager, Accounts Receivable

Constance Anderson
Accounting Clerk A

Erin Aronowitz
Accounting Clerk A

Russell Stevenson
Accounting Clerk A

Natonia Madison
Student Accounts Associate
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Bursar Teller
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Student Accounting Generalist
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Bursar Teller
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Student Accounts Associate

Tasha Lindo
Accounting Clerk A
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